Distinguished Pianoist Gives Recital Here

SELECTIONS ARE VARIED


The second division consists of Chopin's "Sonata in B flat minor," in four movements. Following the intermission, Miss Tureck will play "Adeste Fideles," by Schippert, "Song Without Words," by Chopin, and "From the 'Grande Pièce Tranquille'" (from Midsummer Night's Dream), by Mendelssohn-Hartensch." In the fourth and last division of Miss Tureck's program, two selections (from Debussy, "Dance de Pïko" and "Et la bonne heure que j'ai eue"") will be played.

The concluding number will be the "Danse Infernale" (from the "Pèlerin de la Mort"), by Stravinsky and Aposto.

During her short career thus far, Miss Tureck has won first prize in a Greater Chicago Piano Tournament in which 15,000 students participated; a fellowship at the Juilliard Graduate School of Music, New York; the $1,000 award of the National Federation of Women's Clubs and the Schubert Memorial Award of an appearance with the Philadelphia Orchestra.

The International Harmonium Club, an organization with a more successful presentation in Tower Hall, New York, of the entire 48 Preludes and Fugues, as well as other works, of J. S. Bach.

Both audience and press congratulated her on her real memory, technique and musicianship. "She should become one of the greatest pianists of the day," predicts The Philadelphia Ledger.

First Meeting of Legislative Held

The Joint Legislative Committee held its first meeting of the year, with Dean Smith presiding, on Wednesday, October 18. The members of the committee for this year are: Faculty representatives, Dean Smith, Miss Maddrey, Miss Long, Miss Chevrolet, Miss Wood, Mrs. Leiphart and Mr. Dowell; senior representatives, Suzanne McCoy; junior representatives, Lisa Long, Mary Cooke, and the representative, Randolph McConnell. Ex-officio members are Rosa Batte Hodges, Anne Brinkley, Fritz Von Leenger, Mary Kate Minto, Hilda Porter and Eloise Hendricx.

At this meeting elections were held for the officers of the present session. Miss Long was elected chairman, Lisa Lindsey, secretary, and Suzanne McCoy, chairman of the program committee.

These three officers also make up the Board of Whom the student should vote.

Although no definite plans have been made so far for the program of the year, the committee expects to begin work soon. The date for the next meeting was set for the fifteenth of November.
Some Juniors were discussing open to the campus at large. These meetings are an opportunity to widen our horizon of worldly knowledge... The program has been by a general European correspondent, the present period is the national... Stalin will triumph in the end. For life is both what we find and what we make. We, who are awake in this world, must listen to the radio, we read satches out of the newspapers, we talk... It seems... That is life, so is that other side. The side that reveals to us the signs of a complete victory. That is life, so is that other side. The side that reveals to us the signs of a complete victory.
Career Girl Makes Successful Wife  

**SURVEY PROVES THEORY**

Girls who have worked before marriage make better wives. School teachers or other workers with similar experience are taught in a manner that will help them discharge their duties as housekeepers. They are modern and up-to-date in their methods of housekeeping. If you're going to get married, make the woman a success.

But why do girls who have worked before marriage make better wives? Dr. Leonard E. Tuck, of the Department of Sociology at the University of Southern California, has spent several years in studying marriage, and he has come to the conclusion that marriage is based on a lifetime of work. Dr. Tuck says that marriage is the most complex relationship that a man and woman can enter into. It requires a great deal of work to make a marriage successful. Girls who have worked before marriage have had the opportunity to develop a sense of responsibility and a sense of independence. They have learned how to work, how to manage their time, and how to take care of themselves. Girls who have worked before marriage are more likely to be successful wives because they have had the opportunity to develop these skills.

Financial aid.

The survey was conducted by Dr. Tuck, who has been a professor of sociology at the University of Southern California for many years. He has had the opportunity to study marriage from a variety of perspectives, and he has come to the conclusion that marriage is based on a lifetime of work. Girls who have worked before marriage have had the opportunity to develop a sense of responsibility and a sense of independence. They have learned how to work, how to manage their time, and how to take care of themselves. Girls who have worked before marriage are more likely to be successful wives because they have had the opportunity to develop these skills.

**Annual Gymkhana Features Varied Costume Races**

The Gymkhana is going to be held on November 30th. One of the events this year is a costume parade, where the riders will wear costumes of all kinds. The theme is "The Wild West," and the costumes will range from cowboy suits toorting costumes. The races will be divided into two categories: one for adults and one for children. The races will be held in the afternoon, and the winners will be announced later in the day.

**First Issue of “Cargos” Goes to Press October 25**

At its meeting on October 25th, the editors of the College’s new weekly paper, “Cargos,” announced that the first issue of the paper would be published on Monday, October 30th. The paper will be published every Monday, and it will contain news, features, and advertisements. The editors are looking for contributors to write articles, columnists to write opinions, and photographers to take pictures. The paper is being printed by the printer of the College’s official paper, and it will be distributed to all members of the College community.

New Awards in “Vogue” Contest

**By Betty Bradley**

Vogue magazine is sponsoring a contest to find the best dressed girl at the University. The contest is open to all female students, and the winner will receive a trip to Europe. The contest will be judged by the editors of Vogue, and the winner will be announced in the magazine. The contest is open to all female students, and the winner will receive a trip to Europe. The contest will be judged by the editors of Vogue, and the winner will be announced in the magazine.

**Redskins Take Series Adjustments**

The Redskins have made some adjustments to their team in order to improve their performance. The team has added several new players, and they have made some changes to their offense and defense. The team is looking for ways to improve their record, and they are working hard to make some improvements.

**Class of 1940 Has Two New Members**

The Class of 1940 has two new members, both of whom are women. The class is looking for more female students to join, and they are working hard to make some improvements.

**Career of the States. Conducted by Dr. Leonard D. Lev, the survey was conducted by the Department of Sociology at the University of Southern California. The survey was conducted by Dr. Tuck, who has been a professor of sociology at the University of Southern California for many years. He has had the opportunity to study marriage from a variety of perspectives, and he has come to the conclusion that marriage is based on a lifetime of work. Girls who have worked before marriage have had the opportunity to develop a sense of responsibility and a sense of independence. They have learned how to work, how to manage their time, and how to take care of themselves. Girls who have worked before marriage are more likely to be successful wives because they have had the opportunity to develop these skills.

**By Betty Bradley**

That's all we say you can tell that Holling's girls don't have anything to do! We worked our fingers to the bone last week, and we're still working this week! Our 22 workers are important in the life of our Holling's, and we hope you'll keep them in mind when you're shopping here.

**Kitchen Staff Fill Mammoth Task in Feeding Hungry Holling's Girls**

As advertised, the work of the kitchen staff is mammoth. Our 22 workers are important in the life of our Holling's, and we hope you'll keep them in mind when you're shopping here.
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The tennis tournament overshadowed everything else in a big way these last few weeks. Peggy Gillies and Annie Rober and Hal and Harper Ricketts fought hard and well in the semi-finals, but again for the final match. Both girls played beautiful tennis. The first set was scored in form...splendid forehand and backhand drives, placement shots and long volleys...miraculous shots.

No new set was set the spectators were actually on the edges of the benches, cluing their mittens. With grim determination, Annie and Harper taxed their power and brains to outwit each other by placements and alternating hard and soft, deep and shallow balls. Finally, after a battle royal, Harper came through to claim the first set 11-9 and took the second 6-0. This match was probably some of the best tennis Hollins has ever seen. We've got real talent here!

Now Hockey Takes the Limelight
Where is all the hockey talk? Hockey took a back seat to the tennis fronts show their stuff, but now it's stepping back into the limelight. The big games are getting dangerous close and the class teams are working like mad to get into shape. Monday, the 30th, is the Junior-Freshman battle...I do mean battle. On the next day, the Seniors and Sophomores clash. What will the outcome be? Every class hopes for the best. Which will be the victor? Will the Sophomores win again this year?...I hope (prejudice). I can't stand it if the games don't hurry up and come.

—With Horses Minus Saddles

Speaking of practice, have you noticed the riders on horses minus saddles... (minus the horse)? It's all in preparation for the big Gymkhana and no one rides with a saddle today...very amusing to the spectators...apt to be very exciting and slippery for the riders...and no end of fun for the horses. Then, too, you may have noticed the riders throwing their arms wildly about the horses' necks, kicking their feet into the air and keeping (not too casually) to the earth (security). That's merely an Old Riding Club custom, sponsored by Capt. Graves. It's all in the game. You simply must watch them some time.

—and Two Tournaments

The archery tournament is upon us...and the cow pasture. Paige Martin and her huddles of the bow and arrow are all set (for some sharp shooting...into the bull's-eye), the hope they have.

On Saturday, the golf tournament will be the primary attraction. Beach Sanders and her gang promise some real golf...and I do mean good...and they don't have all their hogs we do (the way I do)...why not trot over to Blue Hills Country Club and have a gander at the whole affair?

Swimming, bicycling, tea-house teasings are still as popular as ever...mostly tea-house teasings...so I'm off (and I do mean off).
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